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Abst rac t - -A  central problem in the Jacobi-Davidson method is to expand a projection subspace 
by solving a certain correction equation. It has been commonly accepted that the correction equation 
always has a solution. However, it is proved in this paper that this is not true. Conditions are given 
to decide when it has a unique solution or many solutions or no solution. A refined Jacobi-Davidson 
method is proposed to overcome the possible nonconvergence of Ritz vectors by computing certain 
refined approximation eigenvectors f om the subspace. A corresponding correction equation isderived 
for the refined method. Numerical experiments are conducted and efficiency of the refined method is 
confirmed. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Jacobi-Davidson method, Refined Jacobi-Davidson method, Ritz value, Ritz vector, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the large unsymmetric linear eigenproblem 
A~ = A~, (1) 
where A is an n x n large and sparse matrix. We are interested in computing some selected 
eigenvalues of A and associated eigenvectors. For this kind of problem, one must resort to pro- 
jection methods [1,2]. Conventional projection methods use Ritz pairs to approximate required 
eigenpairs. Under the natural hypothesis that the distance between a required eigenvector and 
the projection subspace tends to zero, it has been proved that there exists a Ritz value that 
converges to the wanted eigenvalue, and on the other hand, the associated Ritz vector may not 
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converge [3-5]. To overcome the possible nonconvergence of Ritz vectors, a class of refined projec- 
tion methods has been proposed [4,6-9]. The refined methods only retain Ritz values, but instead 
of computing Ritz vectors, they seek a refined eigenvector approximation for each Ritz value that 
minimizes the norm of the residual formed with the Ritz value over the subspace involved. The 
convergence of refined eigenvector approximations and the refined projection methods has been 
analyzed [4,5,10,11]. The results show that as long as the distance between the desired eigen- 
vector and the projection subspace approaches zero, the Ritz value and the associated refined 
vector will all converge. Various resulting refined algorithms have shown their superiority to their 
conventional counterparts [6-9]. Stewart [2] and VanderVorst [12] in their books both make a 
detailed iscussion on the refined projection methods. 
The Jacobi-Davidson method [13] is one of the most commonly used projection methods. To 
overcome the stagnation problem of the Davidson method [14] when expanding a projection 
subspace, Sleijpen and Van der Vorst propose to seek new information of the desired eigenvector 
in the orthogonal complement ofthe approximate eigenvector. They compute acorrection vector t
from the correction equation 
( In -  ~5~*)(A-  AIn)(I~ - ~5~5") t = - r ,  (2) 
where (A, ~5) is an approximate eigenpair in the current subspace 1)k, r = A95 - ~5 is its residual, 
and the superscript * denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector. Throughout the 
paper, denote by Ilxll = (x ,x )  1/2 the usual Euclidean norm. The projection subspace )2k can 
then be expanded to Vk+l with t, with respect o which a (hopefully) better approximation of
the eigenpair can be computed. 
In Section 2, we briefly review the Jacobi-Davidson method. In Section 3, we review the refined 
projection methods and propose a refined Jacobi-Davidson method. We derive a corresponding 
correction equation for the refined method. Because the refined eigenvector approximation is 
more accurate than the Ritz vector, the resulting expanded subspace is shown to contain richer 
information on the required eigenvector than the subspace xpanded for the Jacobi-Davidson 
method, so that the refined method finds a better eigenpair approximation with respect o a 
better subspace in the next step than the Jacobi-Davidson method. In Section 4, we make a 
careful analysis for the solution of the correction equation. In Section 5, we report numerical 
experiments ocompare the new refined Jacobi-Davidson algorithm with the algorithm of Sleijpen 
and Van der Vorst, and the results illustrate the superiority of the refined algorithm. 
2. THE JACOBI -DAVIDSON METHOD 
2.1. The  Dav idson  Method  
Suppose we have some subspace Yk of dimension k, over which the matrix A has a Ritz value 
and a corresponding Ritz vector ~5. Let us assume that an orthonormal basis for Vk is given by 
the vectors vl, v2,. . . ,  vk. Quite naturally, the problem of how to expand the subspace to seek a 
successful update for ~5 arises. To that end, Davidson, in his paper [14], proposes computing t 
from (DA -- ~I ) t  = r, where DA is the diagonal of the matrix A and r is the defect r = A~5 - A~5. 
The vector t is made orthogonal to the basis vectors vl, v2,... ,vk, and the resulting vector is 
chosen as the new basis vector Vk+l, by which subspace Vk is expanded to 12k+l. 
It has been reported that this method can be quite successful in finding dominant eigenvalues 
of (strongly) diagonally dominant matrices. If we use the identity matrix I in place of the matrix 
DA -- ~I, the Davidson method will become the Arnoldi method [1], but it is more expensive. 
Therefore, it is the matrix DA - AI that results in the success of the method. The matrix 
(DA - ~!)  -1 can be thought of as a preconditioning matrix of the vector r, so the Davidson 
method is a preconditioned Arnoldi method in deed. Now people have proposed many compli- 
cated preconditioning matrices in order to improve the method to solve difficult problems [15,16]. 
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However, a better preconditioning matrix usually results in the slow convergence or even stag- 
nation. The Jacobi-Davidson method to be introduced below will remedy the weakness to some 
degree. 
2.2. The  Jacobi -Davidson Method 
The Jacobi-Davidson method [13] is a significant improvement over the Davidson method. 
It was proposed by Sleijpen and Van der Vorst by combining the idea of Jacobi's approach for 
linear systems and the Davidson method. The method seeks a correction of the approximate 
eigenvector ~k in its orthogonal complement subspace, with which subspace Vk is expanded 
to ~)k+l. Then a new Ritz pair is computed with respect to ])k+l and is taken as an approximation 
of the desired eigenpair. This method is fairly stable compared with the Davidson method. 
In order to expand the subspace ];k effectively, noting that ~5 is already in l)k, we would seek a 
vector from span{95} ± and add it to l)k. Assume that the eigenvector ~ can be decomposed into 
= ~5 + z (z A- 95). Then we have 
A (95 + z) = A (~5 + z), 
or equivalently, 
(A - AI)z = - (A  - AI)~. 
Noting (I - ~595")(A - AI)95 = r, (I - ~595")z --= z, we can get 
( I  - ~5#*) (A  - A I )  ( I  - ~5~*) z - -  - r .  (3) 
Since A is not known, we use the Ritz value A in place of A 
( I -95~*) (A -  i l ) ( I -~*)z  = -r .  (4) 
Then the correction vector z is computed from above equation and is added to ])m. Expanding ];m 
in such a way can overcome breakdown in the Davidson method [12,13]. 
ALGORITHM 1. The Jacobi-Davidson method. 
1. Given the subspace dimension m, select an initial vector v, compute vl = v/]]v]], wl = Avl, 
hll = V~Wl, set V1 = Iv1], W1 = [Wl], H1 = [hi1], u = Vl, ~ = hll, and compute 
r ~--- W 1 -- ~ .  
2. For k = 1, . . . ,  m - 1 do 
(a) Solve t i 95 from 
( I -  ~*) (A -  ~ I ) ( I -  #95")t =- r .  
(b) Orthogonalize t against Vk via modified Gram-Schmidt to get Vk+l, and expand Vk 
with this vector to Vk+l. 
(c) ~k+l = Avk+l, W~+I = [Wk,~k+l], Hk+l = [Hk, Y; ~k+l,Vk+lWk+l]. 
(d) Compute the largest eigenpair (A, s) of Hk+l with ]]sll = 1. 
(e) ~ = Vk+lS, r = Wk+ls - A~, and test for convergence. If satisfied, then stop else 
continue. 
3. Restart: Set V1 -- [~], W1 = [Wk+ls],//1 -- [A], and goto 2. 
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3. THE REF INED JACOBI -DAVIDSON METHOD 
3.1. Refined Projection Method 
Given a subspace 12k of dimension k, let Vk be an n x k matr ix whose columns form an 
orthonormal basis of l?k. Then Hk = V~AVk is the projection matr ix of A with respect to the 
subspace 12k under the basis Vk. If the pair (~, ~) satisfies 
vk, ll ll = 1, 
A~5 - ~5 ± "Pk, (5) 
it is called the Ritz pair of A with respect o the subspace Vk. The Ritz value ~ is the eigenvalue 
of Hk, and the Ritz vector ~5 = Vks, where s is the eigenvector of Hk associated with ~. 
As was pointed out before, under the assumption that the deviation of qo from /)k tends to 
zero, ~3 may not converge ven though ~ converges. To correct this problem, J ia has proposed a 
refined projection method [6] as follows: it retains ~ and seeks a new unit norm vector ~ E )?k 
satisfying the optimality property 
~,e'V.~,lb, l =l 
(6) 
to approximate ~. So fi is the best approximation to ~ from ]?k with respect o ~ and the Euclidean 
norm. We call ~ a refined Ritz vector or more generally a refined eigenvector approximation. 
Assume z to be the right singular vector associated with the smallest singular value of the 
matrix AVk - ~Vk. Then it is readily shown that 
(A - ~ I )  '5 =Crmin(AYk-~Vk),  
~=Vkz.  
It is proved [11] that ~ 7~ ~3 unless H(A - ),I)~311 = 0, i.e., the Ritz pair is an exact eigenpair 
of A. Furthermore, if ]I(A - ),I)q31] • 0, then 
if at least one other Ritz value is very ill conditioned, then 
I( 
may occur. Therefore, ~ can be much more accurate than q3. Moreover, we can also use Rayleigh 
quotient p -- ~*A~ to approximate the eigenvalue instead of ),. Since I] (A -  pI)~ll < I] (A-~I)fi l l ,  
p can be a more accurate approximation to )~ than ~. 
3.2. The Refined Jacobi-Davidson Method 
Now let us derive a refined Jacobi-Davidson method and an associated correction equation. 
Define B -- (I - ~*)A( I  - ~*) .  Then we have 
A = B + A~5* + fi~*A - pfifi*, p = ~*Afi. (8) 
Similar to the Jacobi-Davidson method, we want to find a good vector in span(g} ± to expand 
the subspace ~)k. Let ~ ----- 5 + v (with v _L ~). Then 
A(~+v)=A(~+v) .  (9) 
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Define ? = A~ - p~, then 5"~ = 0. After inserting (8) into (9) and noting that B5  = 0, we get 
(B  - M)v  = -~ + (~ - p - ( t*Av)  ~. 
Since ~*(B - )~I)v = 0, ~*~ = 0, it follows that the factor for ~ in the right-hand side must 
vanish. Hence, v should satisfy 
(B  - M)v  = -~.  (10) 
In practice, ), is not known, and we must be content with replacing ,~ by the Rayleigh quotient 
p of ft. Therefore, with v _L 5, we have 
( I  - ~tfi*) (A  - p I )  ( I  - ~*)  v = -~,  v _k ~. (11) 
REMARKS. Compared with the correction equation (4) in the Jacobi-Davidson method, now the 
Ritz value ~ is replaced by the Rayleigh quotient p and the right-hand side is replaced by ~. We 
must point out that if ~ is replaced by Aft - ~fi in (11), then there is no solution to (11). The 
reason is that the left-hand side of (11) is orthogonal to ~ for any v but Aft - ~fi is not. 
From (11), we can get 
(A  - p I )v  = au  - r,  a = ~*(A  - p I )v .  (12) 
Since ~ = (A  - p I )~ ,  v = a (A  - p I ) -~t  - ~. Moreover, ~ ~ ~;~ has no effect when expanding ])~. 
Therefore, as far as the expansion of Y~ is concerned, v is equivalent o 
= (A  - p l ) -~ .  (13) 
By a similar argument, we know that adding z in (4) to ])k amounts to expanding ~)k with 
Let us expand fi, ~5 as 
Then 
i i 
~,  5 = E ,  ~ ~i" (16) 
Now on the one hand, since the residual norm of (p, fi) is smaller than that of (~,~), p is usually 
more accurate than ~. On the other hand, since ~ is generally a better approximation than ~5, we 
generally have 1711 > b?l I- This means that in such a way we can obtain a better k + 1-dimensional 
subspace ])k+l in the refined Jacobi-Davidson method than that in the Jacobi-Davidson method. 
From above, we have seen that for the refined method, each expansion of )2k needs to compute 
a refined eigenvector approximation. This will compute the singular values and the right singular 
vectors of AVk - ~Vk using at least 2nk  2 flops. If the dimension of the projection subspace 
increases to m, about (2/3) nm 3 flops are needed. This is expensive and comparable to the cost 
of the generation of orthonormal bases of ])k, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  The method proposed by J ia 
in [17] can remedy the shortage. Let C = (AVm -~Vm)*(AVm -~Vm) .  Then we can compute the 
smallest singular value and associated right singular vector of AVk -- ~Vk accurately by solving 
the eigenproblem of matrix C[1 : k, 1 : k]. 
ALGORITHM 2. The refined Jacobi-Davidson method. 
1. Given the subspace dimension m, select initial vector v, compute v l  = v/ l lv l l ,  w l  = Av l ,  
h l l  = v{wl ,  t l l  = W~Wl,  set V1 = [Vl], W1 = [Wl], H1 -- [h11], T1 = [till, u -- Vl, p = h11, 
and compute ~ = wl  - pu. 
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2. For k = 1 , . . . ,m-  1 do 
(a) Solve t _I_ ~, 
( I  - t i f f*) (A  - p I )  ( I  - ~* )  t = -~.  
(b) Orthogonalize t against Vk by modified Gram-Schmidt to get Vk+l, then expand Vk 
to Vk+ 1 . 
(c) wk+l = Ark+l, Wk+  = Hk+  = [Hk, V;wk+1;V;+lWk+l]. 
(d) Compute the largest eigenvalue A of Hk+l, set Tk+l = [Tk, W;wk+l ,  wk+lWk+l ], and 
compute the eigenvector z (with [[z[[ = 1) of Ck+l = Tk+l - AH~+ 1 -  * - AHk+I + [A[2I 
associated with the smallest eigenvalue. 
(e) (t = Vk+lz, p = ~*A&, ~ = Wk+lz -  p~, and test for convergence. Stop if convergence 
criteria satisfied. 
3. Restart: Vl = [~], W1 = [Wk+lz], H1 = [p], T1 = [W;W1], goto 2. 
Now assuming only reed arithmetics arise in computing, we compare the main operations in 
two methods. 
First, we count up all the computation i Algorithm 1. At Step 2.a, one correction equation is 
solved to get a correction vector t, whose cost depends on the method of solving linear system. 
At Step 2.b, t is orthogonalized against Vk to form Vk+l, which costs 4nk flops. Step 2.c requires 
one matrix-vector multiplication and 4nk flops to accumulate Wk+l and Hk+l. At Step 2.d, the 
eigenpair (A, s) of Hk+l costs 25k 3 flops, after that we need 2nk flops to compute Ritz vector 
= Vk+is. Since ~-']k~=~ (10nk + 25k 3) ~ 5nm 2 + (25/4) m 4, each circle in Algorithm 1 requires 
m matrix-vector multiplications, the solutions of m correction equations, and about 5nm 2 ÷ 
(25/4) m 4 f lops. Algorithm 2 differs from Algorithm 1 only on the computing of approximate 
eigenvector atStep 2.d. It forms Tk+l and computes the eigenpairs of Ck+l, which cost only 2nk+ 
9k 3 flops since Tk+l and Ck+l are all symmetric matrices. On the other hand, since we do not 
need eigenvectors of Hk+l, we only need to compute igenvalues of Hk+l with 10k 3 flops. Taking 
into account he other computations, we see that each circle of Algorithm 2 increases only about 
nm 2 - (3/2)m 4 flops, which is minor compared with the total cost. 
4. SOLUTION OF THE CORRECTION EQUATION 
Equations (3) and (10) are always consistent, which can be seen from [13] and the previous 
derivation. So each of them has a solution. In the literature, it has been naturally thought hat 
correction equation (4) has a solution when A is replaced by A. Unfortunately, it is not true. 
Note that (3) and (9) are singular linear systems. So we should naturally ask if it is definitely 
reasonable to replace A by A in (3) and by p in (10) as (4) and (11) are singular projected linear 
systems that have the same right-hand sides as (3) and (10) but different coefficient matrices, 
respectively. Therefore, we must be careful about these equations and should pay more attention 
to them. The following theorem reveals ome important properties on the solution of correction 
equations. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (p, u) is an approximate igenpair of the matr ix A with u 6 Vk and 
p = u*Au, and select a matr ix U± such that (u, U±) is unitary. Then the columns of U± form 
an orthonormal basis of span{u} ±. Set r = (A - pI)u. Then r A_ u, and there exists a unique b 
such that r = Uib. For the linear system 
( I  - (A  - p I )  ( I  - = - r ,  t (17) 
there hold the following results: 
(I) equation (17) has no solution ifb ~ 7Z(Ur AU± - pl); 
(2) equation (17) has at 1east one solution i f  b 6 7~(UT AUz - pI); 
(3) equation (17) has a unique solution i f  and only i f  p is not an eigenvalue of  U~_ AU. .  
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PROOF. From (u, U.L)(u, U.I_)* = I ,  we get 
I -u~*  = VzU;_, 
so (17) can be transformed into 
(U± U~_AU_L UT - pI)  t = - r .  
Set t = U.l_x. Then we have 
U± (U~_AU± - pI)  x = -U±b.  
Since U~_U.L = I ,  the above equation is equivalent to 
(U~_AU± - pI)  x = -b .  
This linear system has at least one solution if b E 7E(U~_AU.L - p I ) ,  and it has a unique solution 
if and only if b E TC(U~_AU.L - pI) .  | 
Since the Ritz pair (~, ~5) and the refined eigenpalr approximation (p, ~) both satisfy the as- 
sumptions in the above theorem, the above results apply to (4) and (11). The results have clearly 
indicated that each of the correction equations may have no solution or infinitely many solutions, 
as opposed to that commonly accepted in the literature. Now two important and interesting 
problems arise. First, how to cheaply judge the existence of solution of two correction equations? 
Second, if no solution exists, how to effectively expand the projection subspace? We believe that 
resolving these two problems is significant for theoretically understanding the two methods and 
improving corresponding algorithms. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We will use two examples to compare two methods and illustrate the superiority of the re- 
fined Jacobi-Davidson method. From discussion in Section 3.2, the projection subspace can be 
expanded with (13). In order to make a fair comparison, we use LU factorization to compute the 
(exact) solution of 
(A - p I )v  = ~t, 
and expand l;k with v and z in the refined method and its original counterpart, respectively. 
In Algorithms 1 and 2, only one eigenvalue is computed. In order to get several eigenvalues in
tests, we exploit the technology of deflation. In the figures, each iteration is not one restart but 
one expansion of subspace. For all examples, we compute five eigenvalues, o we fix the minimum 
dimension and the maximum dimension of the projection subspace to be 10 and 15, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 1. This problem comes from [18], its MATLAB file name is DW2048. We use the same 
initial vector generated randomly in a uniform distribution in two algorithms, and we want to 
compute five eigenvalues near 0.96 and 0.94, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 show the convergence 
curves.  
From Figures 1 and 2, we see that residual norm of the refined algorithm decreases fast and 
converges to zero. When Jacobi-Davidson got the first eigenvaiue, refined Jacobi-Davidson has 
computed all five eigenvalues needed, as shown by Figure 1. Although in Figure 2, the Jacobi- 
Davidson computed the first eigenvalue successfully, the other four eigenvalues appeared only 
after many steps, while the refined Jacobi-Davidson delivered the other four eigenvalues very 
rapidly after the first eigenvalue converged. 
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Figure 1. Example 1, two algorithms compute five eigenvalues neax 0.96. 
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Figure 4. Example 2, two algorithms compute five eigenvalues near -11.  
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Table 1. Example 1, matrix DW2048. Left: five eigenvatues close to 0.96; right: five 
eigenvalues close to 0.94. 
iterl timel iter2 time2 
A1 10 85.6 9 77.9 
A2 15 129.2 10 85.9 
~3 15 129.3 10 86.1 
A4 16 137.2 10 86.2 
~ 17 146.9 13 113.1 
iterl timel iter2 time2 
A1 16 140.5 5 44.3 
A2 18 158.2 15 123.8 
A3 18 158.4 15 134.0 
A4 18 158.5 15 134.3 
A5 19 168.3 15 134.5 
Table 2. Example 2, Tolosamatrix. LeD: five eigenvalues close to -12; right: five 
eigenvalues close to -11. 
iterl time1 iter2 time2 kerl time1 iter2 time2 
A1 57 228 32 132 A1 46 185 31 132 
A 2 61 245 41 170 A2 49 198 31 132 
A3 66 269 42 174 ~3 82 336 38 162 
A4 66 269 45 187 A4 82 336 39 167 
As 67 274 46 192 Aa 84 345 45 193 
We also give the CPU timings and the number of iterations, iterl  and time1 are CPU timings 
and number of iterations of Algorithm 1, and iter2 and time2 are CPU timings and number of 
iterations of Algorithm 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example is the Tolosa matrix from aerodynamics related to the stability analy- 
sis of a model of a plane in flight [18]. Here the order of matrix is 1000, we compute its eigenvalues 
near -12  and -11.  The convergence curves are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
In Figures 3 and 4, the residual norm of the refined algorithm started to decrease rapidly after 
four restarts (according to parameters selected, five iterations in the figure are equivalent to one 
restart). This shows that the projection subspace has already contained rich information on the 
desired eigenvectors. In contrast, the residual norms of the Jacobi-Davidson method did not 
decrease almost until eight restarts were done. 
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